
Memo to File 
From:  

Date: 24 January 2021 

Re: 2020OPA-0344 Post-Certification Developments 

 

This memo was drafted in order to preserve the post-certification developments and concerns 
with OPA case 2020OPA-0344. 

 

Investigation Certification and Post-Certification Timeline 

December 2, 2020:  Investigation routed to OIG with three major allegations/incidences 
combined into one OPA case (2020OPA-0344) with one ROI. 

December 11, 2020:  Investigation routed back to OPA with numerous requests for clarification 
or additional investigation, investigator cited “numerous gaps” in the investigation. Requests 
made to OPA were preserved via PDF document. 

December 28, 2020:  Investigation returned to OIG with some clarifying information, but little 
additional investigative steps conducted. Responses from OPA were preserved via PDF 
document. 

December 28, 2020:  Partial certification issued by OIG, investigation not certified for 
thoroughness due to deficiencies with the medical tent portion of the investigation. 

January 15, 2021:  OPA posts closed-case summary with evidence not previously reported to 
OIG. 

 

OPA Closed Case Summary  

At close of business on January 15, 2021, OPA posted the closed-case summary for a portion 
of 2020OPA-0344. Although OPA combined three major incidences into one OPA case for 
investigation and certification, it appears they were separated for final disposition and 
publication. The published closed-case summary contained evidence not previously seen by 
OIG. This information pertained to the medical condition of , taken from a FIT report. 
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 is the individual who was hit with the blast ball and rendered unconscious. In the 
investigation OIG reviewed for certification, there was only one reference to the corresponding 
FIT case, which was solely in regard to FIT helping locate the officer involved. Additionally, 
there was only one reference to the victim’s medical information, which stated, “A copy of  

 medical records were provided (doesn’t say by who) but not included as part of the case 
file due to privacy.” 

Despite stating in the investigation  medical records were not included due to privacy, 
OPA included a great deal of   personal medical information in closed case summary 
published on their website. In this case, FIT was able to obtain  unredacted medical 
record from the hospital without her consent, under a Washington code which allows disclosure 
without consent when law enforcement authorities reasonably believe a serious injury resulted 
from a criminal act. Only specific, narrow information is authorized for released, although 
Detective Dewey requested “any medical records relating to her treatment.”  A multi-page 
medical report was released to FIT. 

After certification, and without OIG’s knowledge, OPA then pulled  unredacted 
medical record from the FIT file and used this in the closed case summary and DCM. OPA 
includes a two paragraph analysis of her medical records, including the complainants ethanol 
level, speculation concerning pre-existing medical conditions, and an acute alcohol intoxication 
diagnosis. At one point in the published summary OPA states,  potentially had a 
seizure history given a medication she was prescribed that could be used to treat seizure 
disorders. Further OPA makes veiled allegations against the complainant and her attorney, 
“OPA also finds it troubling that, in the medical records initially provided to FIT by the Subject’s 
attorney, the information concerning this diagnosis and her ethanol level was redacted 
throughout.”  

My concerns are two-fold. I worry about the message this release of private information sends 
to the community, who may now be reluctant to make complaints of their own.  But further, I 
question OPA making case decisions and analysis on evidence not cited in the investigation we 
review and certify. Especially, as this would have affected my assessment of objectivity.  

 

On-Going Concerns 

After re-reviewing the case file in IAPro, I worry OPA may also be adding evidence to the 
casefile post-certification by OIG. I am not alleging any nefarious purpose in doing so, but 
believe this does not allow for an accurate assessment and certification of OPA investigations. 
In IAPro, a witness statement from  was added post-certification but OIG was not 
informed of this additional evidence. Obtaining a statement from  was a request from 
OIG, but OPA returned the investigation for certification after only waiting several business days 
and without receiving a statement from  attorney.  
 
In the statement provided by , and not forwarded to OIG, he makes several allegations of 
SPD policy violation. He states himself and a group of medics operated a makeshift aid station 
in the outdoor dining area of Rancho Bravo tacos for several weeks at the beginning of the 
protests. He alleges SPD officers threw flashbangs and tear gas directly into the aid station. 
Particularly, “While assisting one patient on crutches away from the area, a SPD officer tossed a 
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tear gas canister approximately 3 feet in front of my patient and I as we hobbled away (the only 
people in our immediate area were medics and patients, also retreating), severely afflicting both 
my patient and I.” 

In regard to the event on June 7, he alleges he was “was standing between broadway and 
harvard on pine street, I was standing to the side of the crowd watching the last of the crowd 
retreat to our position when I felt an object strike my chest with significant force. It didn’t deploy 
any irritating agent which led me to believe it was a “baton round”. These are just some of the 
allegations makes. In IAPro there is an email from the attorney, Mr. Pence, stating is 
willing to sign the statement as a sworn declaration. There is no indication if OPA responded to 
Mr. Pence. 

In the December 11th request to OPA, OIG questioned why all interviewed officers had not been 
asked about the blast balls. OPA responded in the preserved PDF with various explanations as 
to why the officers had not been questioned concerning the blast balls. However, post-
certification, LT Brooks was interviewed by OPA and was asked about targeting medical tents 
(he denied any knowledge) The results of this interview were not provided to OIG. 

Additionally, in IAPro there was a new ROI titled Close Case Summary Part 3 with updated 
information concerning contact from Mr. Pence, the statement from (characterized as 
unhelpful to the investigation), the interview of LT Brooks, and a few changes to the OPA 
answers given in response to OIG’s asks (this was inserted at the end of the ROI.) Tomorrow I 
will compare the original response and update response, I will then state these few changes in 
more detail. Other than this addition, a new memo to file will be created for any additional 
information.  
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